
Employer Survey - 2022 Trans Equity Summit 

General (Required Questions) 
1. Company Name   

 
2. What union representation, if any, is 

available to employees? 
 
 
 
 

3. Do you track employee demographics? If 
so, what is the demographic breakdown of 
employees? 

 
 
 
 

4. What is the demographic breakdown of 
organizational leadership and board (if 
relevant)? 

 
 
 
 

5. Are there anonymous employee 
engagement or climate surveys that allow 
employees to identify demographics? If so, 
which demographic categories are 
included, & how often are they conducted? 

 
 
 
 

6. Do you have any pages on your website 
that talk about diversity, LGBTQ+ equity, 
accessibility, racial equity, etc.? If so, please 
provide a link. 

 
 

Office Building (Required Questions) 
7. In what ways do you work with local police? 

What does security look like in your 
organization? 

 
 
 
 

8. Is your physical office ADA compliant?  
 
 
 

9. How many gender-neutral bathrooms are 
there? Describe accessibility and location. 

 
 
 
 

NoMO MN
Any/All

We currently only have one independent contractor who is: white, Sephardic Jewish, TransFeminine,
Demisexual Lesbian, Finnish/English/Irish/Italian, Autistic, Anxious/Depressed, Liberal Messianic
Jewish, Cat-Lady, Left-Handed, Legally Ordained, and an Advocate.

We do not have a physical office/location. We are currently a mobile organization that only meets in
spaces with gender-neutral bathrooms that are fully ADA Compliant.

We do not have a physical office/location. We are currently a mobile organization that only meets in
spaces that are fully ADA Compliant.

https://www.facebook.com/NoLMOMN

We currently only have one independent contractor who is: white, Sephardic Jewish, TransFeminine,
Demisexual Lesbian, Finnish/English/Irish/Italian, Autistic, Anxious/Depressed, Liberal Messianic
Jewish, Cat-Lady, Left-Handed, Legally Ordained, and an Advocate.

We currently only have one independent contractor who is: white, Sephardic Jewish, TransFeminine,
Demisexual Lesbian, Finnish/English/Irish/Italian, Autistic, Anxious/Depressed, Liberal Messianic
Jewish, Cat-Lady, Left-Handed, Legally Ordained, and an Advocate.

We do not work with local police.



Benefits (Required Questions) 
10. What is your PTO policy, and how many sick 

days are available to employees? 
 
 
 
 

11. How many of the healthcare plans you offer 
are trans-inclusive? Please link your 
healthcare plans if possible and provide the 
dollar maximum. 

 
 
 
 

12. Please select all options which accurately 
describe your trans-inclusive healthcare 
plan(s): 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Policy (Required Questions) 
13. If you have an Equal Employment 

Opportunity Statement and/or non-
discrimination policy, which identities are 
listed as protected? 

 
 
 
 

14. Please select all options contained in your 
anti-harassment policy: 

 
 
 
 

15. Do you have an employee dress code? If 
so, is it gendered? Are there hairstyle or 
facial grooming requirements in your dress 
code? Please provide a link to your 
employee dress code, if public. 

 
 
 
 

16. Which company databases/forms: a) only 
allow employee legal names? b) Allow 
both legal and chosen names? c) Don't 
require legal names at all? 

 
 
 
 

17. What is the process for employees to 
change their names at your organization? 

 
 
 
 

We only have one independent contractor at the moment.

Just send a message to Human Resources.

Statement that harassment based on any protected characteristic will not be tolerated;, Clear description of prohibited content, with examples;,
Description of a reporting system (for both those experiencing and those witnessing harassment) with multiple avenues to report;, Commitment
that reporting system will provide an immediate, thorough, and impartial investigation;, Clarification on what information/identities will be kept
confidential during an investigation;, Confirmation that employer will respond immediately and proportionally if investigation confirms
harassment;, Assurance of protection from retaliation;, Confirmation that any employees retaliating will be disciplined;, Policy is clear, simple, and
in all languages commonly used by employees;

We do not have a dress code. https://www.facebook.com/NoLMOMN

Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Sexuality, Nationality, Disability, Religion/Faith/Spirituality, Relationships,
Animals, Neurodiversity, Ordination Status, Political Affiliation, Diagnoses, Medical Status, Citizenship
Status, and Volunteer Commitments.

Explicitly affirm trans medical care;, Covers short-term medical leave;, Covers pharmaceutical coverage (HRT, puberty blockers
for dependents);, Covers medical visits or laboratory services;, Covers surgeries (please add a comment specifying which);,
Covers routine, chronic, or urgent non-transition services based on the person’s sex assigned at birth (for example, prostate
exams for trans feminine people);, Covers therapist appointments for support letters;, Covers therapist appointments in
general (ongoing, beyond 10 free sessions);, Covers transportation (and hotel) costs for accessing a trans-inclusive medical
provider;, Exclusions for trans coverage removed;, Healthcare plan documentation readily available to employees;, Plan
documentation clearly communicates inclusive insurance options to employees and their dependents;, Plan language ensures
“adequacy of network” or access to specialists for transition related care (including provisions for travel or other expense
reimbursements);, Insurance company provides “concierge” or specially trained customer service reps to handle transgender
healthcare inquiries;

We only have one independent contractor at the moment.

All company databases and forms only use chosen names. Legal names are only a professional courtesy
and never required.



18. If you have any restroom or locker room 
policies, please link or copy them here. 

 
 
 
 

19. Are there documented “Gender Transition 
Guidelines” for employees transitioning on 
the job? If so, where can they be found? 

 
 
 
 

20. Are there guidelines for employees re: 
pronouns in email signatures, business 
cards, introductions, etc.? 

 
 
 
 

Training (Required Questions) 
21. What content does new hire training 

contain re: nondiscrimination?  
 
 
 
 

22. What types of cultural competency, 
Diversity Equity and Inclusion, etc. ongoing 
training are provided? Of those listed, 
which are mandatory? 

 
 
 
 

Miscellaneous (Optional Questions) 
23. What is the process for employees to 

request accommodations?  
 
 
 
 

24. What is your policy on Personal Care 
Attendants accompanying employees to 
work? 

 
 
 
 

25. What are your policy guidelines for travel 
safety, 1) during COVID and 2) for sending 
employees to locations where they may not 
be safe based on identity? 

 
 
 
 

26. What is your policy on working from home 
(both currently, and pre-COVID)? 

 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/NoLMOMN

Pronouns must be provided everywhere names are used/introduced.

Just send a message to Human Resources.

Just send a message to Human Resources. We never send anyone to anywhere that person deems
unsafe for themselves or anyone else going with them.

Just send a message to Human Resources.

Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Sexuality, Nationality, Disability, Religion/Faith/Spirituality, Relationships,
Animals, Neurodiversity, Ordination Status, Political Affiliation, Diagnoses, Medical Status, Citizenship
Status, and Volunteer Commitments. Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility (I.D.E.A.)

We do not have a physical office/location. We are currently a mobile organization.

https://www.facebook.com/NoLMOMN

Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Sexuality, Nationality, Disability, Religion/Faith/Spirituality, Relationships,
Animals, Neurodiversity, Ordination Status, Political Affiliation, Diagnoses, Medical Status, Citizenship
Status, and Volunteer Commitments.



27. What are your family leave/parental leave 
policies? Are they based on gender or on a 
certain relationship to the person being 
cared for? 

 
 
 
 

28. What are your COVID safety practices? In 
what contexts are employees required to 
do in-person work, and what safety 
protocols are in place? 

 
 
 
 

29. Does your organization have a Disaster 
Readiness Policy? What does it say re: 
supporting disabled employees and 
customers in an emergency?  

 
 
 
 

30. Do you have an Employee Assistance 
Program or Human Resources hotline? If so, 
what cultural competency training do they 
receive?  

 
 
 
 

31. What Employee Resource Groups are 
available? What is the process for starting 
one? 

 
 
 
 

32. What does your background check screen 
for, and what types of records disqualify 
applicants? 

 
 
 
 

33. Do you have a corporate giving profile? If 
so, what issues do you prioritize? What 
percentage goes to each area? What 
organizations do you give to? 

 
 
 
 

34. Do organizational leaders address 
coworkers with gendered language (i.e. 
"you guys")? What language is common in 
your organization's culture? 

 
 
 
 

35. Do you have a job application website? If 
so, is it accessible? 

 
 
 
 

Everything and nothing disqualifies anyone automatically.

Gender neutral language is preferred until someone self-identifies.

Anyone can take any type of leave at any time with no negative consequences. Just send a message to
Human Resources.

https://www.facebook.com/NoLMOMN

We do not have a physical office/location. We are currently a mobile organization.

We currently only have one independent contractor. Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Sexuality, Nationality,
Disability, Religion/Faith/Spirituality, Relationships, Animals, Neurodiversity, Ordination Status,
Political Affiliation, Diagnoses, Medical Status, Citizenship Status, and Volunteer Commitments..
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility (I.D.E.A.)

We currently only have one independent contractor. We do not have a Disaster Readiness Policy.

Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility (I.D.E.A.). 25% to each I.D.E.A.

Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Sexuality, Nationality, Disability, Religion/Faith/Spirituality, Relationships,
Animals, Neurodiversity, Ordination Status, Political Affiliation, Diagnoses, Medical Status, Citizenship
Status, and Volunteer Commitments.. Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility (I.D.E.A.). Just send
a message to Human Resources.



36. Does anyone on your staff know ASL?  
 
 
 

37. What type of adoption benefits or family 
planning/assisted reproduction support do 
you offer? 

 
 
 
 

38. Do you offer domestic partnership 
benefits? 

 
 
 
 

39. Are employees allowed to sit down while 
working? 

 
 
 
 

40. Does your physical office have steps and/or 
an elevator? 

 
 
 
 

41. Is there anything else you want us to know?  
 
 
 

 

Absolutely! I am sitting down right now.

Why do you not have a question on this survey about what languages employees speak besides English?

Not yet.

None yet.

Not yet.

We do not have a physical office/location. We are currently a mobile organization.


	1 Company Name: NoMO MN


